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Client: Euro 3 Slovakia Trade sro Client code: 16CL002816
Company name:
Address: Lesna 951/1,94632 Marcelová (Hungria)
ID number: Sk2120158546
Phone: +4210918625028
Mobile phone: +421918393599 Mail: henger73@gmail.com

Number of units: 1
Model: AA6-1010200-EE3

Masses and dimensions
Exteriors Total length 10810 mm

Average length box 10130 mm
Width 2550 mm
Height 3536 mm
Fifth wheel height 1200 mm

Interiors Floor length 9830 mm
Width between sides 2480 mm
Lateral height 2000 mm
Height from floor to ground 1536 mm

Volume 50.2 m3
Tare Kg

Masses Weight at King-pin 12000 Kg
Weight at axles 27000 Kg
Total 39000 Kg

Tisvol european approval e9*2007/46*0044*01Acc.CE65/2012
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1.CHASSIS

CHASSIS

Full aluminum chassis for tipper with front cylinder. DS1-1300 model. Engineering developed jointly
with technical department specialized on aluminium structures Alussuise, manufacturer of worldwide
reference. Chassis consists of two main beams in high-strength aluminum formed by a double T. The
double T has a longitudinal seam welding and no cross connection. The two beams are complete
without joints. The distance between centers of the beams is 1.300mm. The T's are between 170 and
200mm wing and a variable height from 250 to 500mm. Quality of main T’s alloy is 6082 T6. Profiles
formed in cold. Chassis is provided with beams placed on the positions of maximum tension. To
prevent electrolysis between the metallic elements of different galvanic couple, such as axle supports,
is incorporated an insulating putty that gives the vehicle maximum durability. All holes of the bridges
by passing installation tubes are protected by rubbers to extend the life of the vehicle minimizing
breakdowns. Connection height of the tractor unit 5th wheel between 1100 and 1250mm. The exact
height of the tractor unit must be specified in the order. Higher or lower heights have to consult with
the engineering department.

AXLES AND SUSPENSION

SAF 3 axles. Model: Intradisc plus monoblock B9 Off Road, 1 axle with chamber T16 and 2 with
actuator T16/24. Caliper model: SN-7. Capacity: 3x9T to 105 km/h. Offset: 120mm. Air bags: 
310mm. SAF customized axle for Tisvol with CD identification. This customization includes the axle
beam reinforced of 8-11 mm with shock absorbers reinforced and painted with red colour to identify
the change. 1 piece Monoblock disc, with the temperature increase occurs a nonlinear deformation of
the disc reducing the life of the pads and discs. Without the ventilation openings in the hub for
ventilation of the discs. Suspension prepared for paver.

PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION

Standard pneumatic installation with yellow line for signal and red line for power. ISO 1728
connection placed on the front of the vehicle. Connections with integrated filters for optimum quality
of pressurized air.

5-way air valve to allow raising or lowering the suspension of the vehicle in stop position.

Aluminium accumulator of regulated capacity for the partial approval braking.

Manometer with glycerin that serves as an approximate indicator for the vehicle load giving the
pressure reading of suspension.

System for static stability when the vehicle is unloading. The system detects that the tipper is taking
off the chassis and suspension air bags deflate to lower the center of gravity of the vehicle and to
unload from more stable supports.
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AXLE LIFTING SYSTEM

Standard lifting system for the first axle. Lifting system equipped with two air bags of 240mm.

BRAKE SYSTEM

EBS braking equipment (Electronic Brake System) 2S / 2M, with two sensors and two modulators. Category A with ADR
regulatory compliance. The EBS power module is performed by the ISO 7638 of 7pins connection located on the front of
vehicle on the connections bridge. The system works by CAN system lines and red and yellow traditional air connections.
Dynamic stability system RSS type installed. Equipped with chambers and actuators with parking function in the two rear
axles and with simple chambers on the first axle. 1 pressure connection installed for standard to pass the vehicle inspection
test empty. Connection record placed on the lateral control.

WHEELS AND TYRES

Speedline aluminum rim, model of 11.75" for wheel 385/65 or 385/55, offset 120mm gloss finish. 10
holes for M22. The nuts will covered with Tisvol plugs for better conservation of studs.

Continental tyres 385/65 R22,5, Hybrid HT3 model, road version. Energy efficiency: B. Wet Grip: B.
Noise emissions: 71dB.

SPARE WHEEL

Spare wheel not included

Standard spare wheel carrier model with elevation lathe.

COUPLING

Mechanical coupling to the tractor unit by king-pin of 2" screwed. Model KZ Jost. Traction capacity of 50 tons.

LANDING GEAR

Aluminium landing legs, FS model. Manual operation. For the operation is necessary to raise the truck
air suspension. Static load 50 tons. Semicircular jack for air suspension. (-40 Kg than the standard
landing leg model)

ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Aspöck electric system with front connections with coupling of 2 connections of 7 pins (ISO1185 /
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ISO3731) and 1x15 pins (ISO72570), IP 67 tightness and approved for ADR. Composed by: Lateral
and front LED pilot lights placed on the chassis. 2 multifunction rear lights with integrated triangle
Europoint III with the functions of position in LED. Acoustic sign of tipping and reversing, LED third
brake light.

1 Halogen rear work lamp H3. Lamp includes an integrated switch which cancels the connection
function.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Hyva hydraulic cylinder. Maximum work pressure of 150 / 180 bar (according to model). Ask to the
sales agent the minimum hydraulic tank necessary to use all the expansions.

Direct connection of 1 racord of 1" in the mouth of the hydraulic cylinder. In case the customer wants
other racords must be indicated in the special instructions of the order.

Pneumatic limit switch for hydraulic cylinder

BUMPERS AND PROTECTORS

Folding rear bumper according to European approval of inctallation nº E9-58R-02.3013Ext.1,
approved by Tisvol on 02/12/2014. This bumper integrates superior plates that serve as towing hook.

Lateral underride according to European approval of inctallation nº E-73R-01.3024, approved by
Tisvol on 02/12/2014

MUDGUARD SYSTEM

Individual mudguards. With antispray guards in the last mudguard.

CHASSIS OPTIONALS

1 PVC tool box of 800x500x500 or 600x400x500 according to model.

1 box for the extinguisher in PVC.

1 PVC water drum
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2 wheel chock

Aluminium independent ladder of 3m.
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2.BODY

TYPE OF BODY

Rectangular body of smooth sides with floor for straight chassis. Internal width between sides: 2480mm

FRONT

Leaning front for outer cylinder. Front inclination is 210. Diagonal reinforcements between the external corners of the floor
and the upper fixing vertex of the hydraulic cylinder. Internal steps in the left corner, except when the vehicle is equipped
with sliding tarpaulin.

Standard sheet front of 4mm in aluminium Herkal HK34. Alloy 5383, with higher values of elasticity to Re: 260 MPA and
breaking to Rm: 360 MPA.

SIDES

Thickness of the E-30 panel: 2,7mm inner aspect and 2,4mm outer aspect. Alloy 6005, T-6 finish and
higher values of elasticity to Re: 215 MPA and breaking to Rm: 255 MPA, HB: 85. Panel profile is a
mould designed by Tisvol with 4 inner chambers and 5 reinforcing ribs.

Standard finish at the juncture of the panels welded at the bottom between panels of 300mm to ensure
the dovetail joint of the profiles.

Standard upper crossbar of 75mm for smooth sides vehicles. Usable width of top loading: 2400mm.

FLOOR

Floor structure for straight chassis with distance between ribs of 270mm. Shock-absorbers with
vulcanized rubbers, welded to the floors ribs.

Standard floor of 6mm, HK34 HERKAL aluminum, alloy 5383, with higher values of elasticity Re:
260 MPA and breaking Rm: 360 MPA. Material of the ribs: extruded aluminum in cold with our own
mould of alloy 6082, T-6 finish and higher values of elasticity Re: 250 MPA and breaking Rm: 290
MPA, HB: 95.

Standard profile of joining between sides and floor for smooth sides vehicles, to 90º, which allows
having on the floor the same usable interior width which are useful within the panels: 2468mm. Alloy
6005, T-6 finish and higher values of elasticity Re: 225 MPA and breaking Rm: 270 MPA, HB: 90.

BODY OPTIONALS
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X recessed ring pairs placed inside the body (only smooth sides vehicles). Indicate the number of rings
in ordering instructions.

Pull-out ladder at rear.

2 plates of long vehicle.
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3.DOOR

TYPE OF DOOR

Standard universal automatic door with doorframe, double leaf, 2 locking bars and upper crossbar.
Straight and ribbed door. Door sheet thickness: 4mm, quality HERKAL HK34. Double door opening:
1) Automatic opening of all doorframe with the leaves, using the top double hinge. 2) Combi door
opening, double leaf with 2 locking bars and upper crossbar. The top lock of both door catches is done
against the top crossbar. This top crossbar is folding from the ground to both sides to leave the load
space completely free to open the two leaves. Total opening space is: 2410mm. Both leaves of the door
are fitted with rubber seal to enhance the effectiveness of the lock. In case to place a grain slide, it will
be placed at box floor level.

GRAIN SLIDE

Door with two grain slides. Manual opening of the grain slide by ergonomic handle and with locking handle to fix the
convenient position. Grain slide sheet is stainless steel AISI 304L for longer durability. Dimensions of the grain slide: 300
mm high by 333mm wide for one piece doors; 300mm high by 415mm wide for universal doors.

DOOR LOCKS

Locking system of door opening in tilting mode by tensioning chains. Chains are made of galvanized
steel.

2 galvanized steel locks to block the opening of the door in the tilting mode. The area of the latches
where the locks are hook are stainless steel to ensure reliability.

DOOR OPTIONALS

3 security locking handles at the bottom of the door to secure the door closing in tilting mode.
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4.TARPAULIN

TYPE OF TARPAULIN

Folding system for roll-up tarpaulin that includes: Tensioning ratchets of the lateral straps both when
the tarpaulin is extended or not. Teflon stoppers on the sides to limit the impact of the straps by wind
action in Smooth sides vehicles, without them in the Ribbed vehicles. Operating handle of the
tarpaulin and hook. Bar or inner straps of the tarpaulin, arches and front walkway.

Canvas for the side roll-up system, of 900gr/m2, with double stitched on the back and reinforcements
in the contact areas of the canvas with the upper profile and arches and inner reinforcements where the
tubes are placed, for greater duration.

TARPAULIN COUPLING

Manual operation for the roll-up tarpaulin with 2 central tubes and a 120x25mm bar. (Standard on vehicles from 9.60m)

BLOCKS AND ARCHES (TARPAULIN CROSSBEAM)

Arches, for roll-up tarpaulin, extendibles and with a closing to do the functions of the tensioner chain.
Arches are made of galvanized steel. They are installed inside the body in casting bushings and are
able to be placed in a front battery together to leave completely free inside during loading.

Tarpaulin stop nº5, standard offset model.

Inner tensioners in caps arches.

TARPAULIN WALKWAY

Work walkway at height with double access ladder compatible with all tractor units. Walkway fixed at
the body. Certified ladder for work at height according to the Machinery directive 2006/42 / EC.
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5.FINISHES AND STYLES

CHASSIS PAINT

Typical aluminium chassis finish. Termination of cleaned and passivated aluminum. Because of the properties of the
aluminum the tone and brightness can´t be homogeneous.

BODY PAINT

Typical aluminium body finish. Termination of cleaned and passivated aluminum. Because of the properties of the
aluminum the tone and brightness can´t be homogeneous.

PAINT OF THE HYDRAULIC CYLINDER

Standard hydraulic cylinder paint, black colour RAL 9005.

AXLES PAINT

Standard axles paint, black colour RAL 9005.

LANDING GEAR PAINT

Unpainted finish for the aluminium landing gears.

CONTOUR MARKING

Contour marking for Smooth sides model and VR model, according to regulation UN/ECE-R 104

FINISH OPTIONALS

International distinctive labeling in english
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6.PRICE AND CONDITIONS

PRICE:

Amount by unit without tax 36850.00 €
Amount by the total units without tax 36850.00 € x 1 : 36850.00 €

DELIVERY TIME April 2017

TERMS OF DELIVERY AND PAYMENT:

All prices are in euros and do not include the applicable taxes at the time of purchase.This budget validity is 30 calendar
days.
Payment: 10% upon signing the order, as down payment, rest upon completion of manufacturing. IBAN ES59 3058 2121
0127 2000 2207 BIC: CCRIES2AXXX

WARRANTY

The vehicle object of this contract is guaranteed in accordance to the terms and conditions of the Warranty delivered together
with its documentation.

DELIVERY

Vehicle delivery is at Livorno Port - FAS GRIMALDI LINES

WARNING

All dimensions and masses are measured according to DIN 70020 regulation. Dimensions and weights provided in this
budget can be altered by technical decision of the manufacturer without notice.

OPTIONALS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

gergely csaba


gergely csaba



